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Materials: =  4mm bicone ( Y )    =  4mm bicone ( P )      = 11/0 (A)      = 11/0 B  

  =Kheops (KG)            =Kheops (KM)         =Quad=Q or you can use O-beads instead 

 

First, we will create a base for the necklace using daisy stitch with 11/0 seed beads and bicones in 2 

colours. 

 

1- On a comfortable length of thread, pick up 7 B (11/0) and 1 (Y) Fig a.; go through the first 

bead , Fig b, then pick up 5 beads and sew through the bead #7. Fig c. Tip: Go through all of 

the outer beads of the first daisy to reinforce the base, then come out at bead #7 . 

 

Fig a.             Fig b.              Fig c.             

 

2-  Pick up 4 B(11/0) and 1 (P), sew through bead #12. (Fig d).  Add 5 B (11/0) and go through 

bead #16.(Fig e) 

Fig d.                      Fig  e.  

 

3- Continue repeating step 2  until you reach the desired length or in my case I have 31 

“daisies”. Alternate the 2 colours of bicones for a nice effect.Fig f. 

 

   Fig f. 

 

 

4- Exit where marked with X, pick up 3 (11/0) B, 1 Q, 4 (11/0), and the clasp, sew through the 

first bead of the last four 11/0, the Q and the 3rd 11/0 of the 3B’s and add 2 B’s.  Sew 

through the 11/0’s . Exit the 11/0 of the 3 at the top, pick up 1 (A),1(B),1(A),1(Q),1(A),3(B) 



and go back through the 1(A), Q, 1(A), string 1(B),1(A) and weave through the next 10 size 

11/0 seed beads. Follow the thread path as in Fig g.  For a total of 4 of these picots. 

Fig.g    

5- Follow by picking up 1(A), 1KM, 3(B), 1(A),1Q , 1(A), 3(B) sew back through the 1(A),Q and 

1(A), string 3(B) go through the second hole of the KM and the 1(B). Weave  through the 

next 9(B) and then exit through the next B and repeat same count of beads but this time 

using  a KG. Continue until you have created 21 picots with the Kheops and Quad beads. 

Follow diagram, Fig h. 

                Fig h.  

6- The next 4 embellished picots are the same as the first 4 using seed beads 11/0 and Quad 

beads. Follow thread path of te Figure i. and add 5(B),1Q , 6(B),the bar of the clasp then sew 

through the first B of the last 6, the Q and the next B, string 4 (B). Go round this last 

sequence  to reinforce the clasp. Secure thread with a double knot. Weave thread around 

the first daisy, knot again and trim. See Fig i. 

Fig i.     

 

CLIO  BRACELET© 
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Materials: Quad beads; size 11/0 seed beads in colours A and B; Kheops beads in two colours (KG 

and KM) and clasp 

1- Create a base using daisy chain stitch with two colours of size 11/0 seed beads (A and B) and 

QUAD beads (Q) for a total of 27 daisies. Follow thread path in Fig a.  Tip: Go through all the 

outer beads of the first daisy to reinforce the base. 

           Fig a.  

 

2- Coming out of the 11/0 seed bead of the top three B’s, string 1A, 1 KG, 7 (B) go back through 

the last 11/0 of the 7 just added, string 3B go through the KG and add 1(A). Sew through the 

next 10 B’s. The next repeat will be using the purple Kheop bead. Repeat until the end of the 

row interchanging the colour of the Kheops beads, see Fig.b. 

        Fig b.             

 

3- When you have completed the sequence you will have 14 picots in total, as in Fig c. 

      Fig c.  

 

 

4- Coming out of the 11/0 marked with an x on Fig d, repeat the same sequence as the top to 

finish the length of the bracelet, Fig.d. After the 14 ‘picots’ follow the diagram and add 3B,1 



Q, 4B, the clasp, 2B sew through the B,Q,B, string 2 B. Go through the beads again to 

reinforce the clasp. Knot twice, weave through a few beads and cut excess thread. 

     Fig d.       

 

5- Using the tail thread use the 11/0 seed beads to attach the clasp. Go twice through the 

beads and clasp to ensure is secured. Double knot. Weave through the first daisy chain, knot 

again t secure the thread, weave and trim. Fig e. 

      Fig e.                  

Happy Beading! 

Patty 
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